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Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Symbol Fact family Add Sum

Total Number Number sentence Plus

1. __________ - three numbers related by addition and
subtraction, or multiplication and division

2. __________ - a number shows how many or how much

3. __________ - a mathematical sentence written with numbers
and symbols

4. __________ - a symbol that shows addition; combine; put
together two or more quantities

5. __________ - the total or whole amount as the result of addition

6. __________ - a sign that represents an action, like addition or
subtraction

7. __________ - the sum or whole amount

8. __________ - to combine or put together two or more numbers
or quantities
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Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Symbol Fact family Add Sum

Total Number Number sentence Plus

1. Fact family - three numbers related by addition and subtraction,
or multiplication and division

2. Number  - a number shows how many or how much

3. Number sentence - a mathematical sentence written with
numbers and symbols

4. Plus - a symbol that shows addition; combine; put together two
or more quantities

5. Sum - the total or whole amount as the result of addition

6. Symbol - a sign that represents an action, like addition or
subtraction

7. Total - the sum or whole amount

8. Add - to combine or put together two or more numbers or
quantities
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